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ON LEXEMIC AND MORPHEMIC CASE 
by David G. Lockwood 
INTRODUCTION 
In traditional grammar, syntactic descriptions are typically based on the 
morphological description of a language. For a Ianguage having morphological 
distinctions of case, a traditional treatment would handle the expression of case 
forms in the morphology, leaving the syntax to  handle the function of these 
same case categories within the bounds of larger structures, particularly phrases 
and clauses. This paper is intended to discuss some examples which, when 
viewed in the light of stratificational linguistics, illustrate two partially distinct 
case systems within the grammar of a single language. One of these systems will 
be seen to operate on the lexemic stratum, which deals with the basic gram- 
matical syntax of phrases, clauses, and sentences, while the other will be found 
on the morphemic stratum, the stratum dealing with the internal form of words, 
both inflectional and stem-formational. 
The discussion will deal primarily with two situations in non-Indo-European 
data, and will then consider the implications of the principles set forth for 
several problems within Indo-European. 
As used in this paper, the term CASE will refer exclusively to the grammatical 
categories traditionally called by that term, not any of their analogues in 
semology. It is to  the latter class that the "deep cases" proposed by Fillmore 
(1968) should be relegated. The term ROLE is a n  appropriate one for these 
kinds of semological markers, which were recognized by stratificationalists 
several years before the publication of Fillmore's work, though they were 
usually mentioned only in passing in the literature.' 
I .  GRAMMATICAL OBJECTS IN ESTONIAN 
According to  the accounts provided in various grammatical  reference^,^ 
grammatical objects in modern Estonian may be expressed in any of three 
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morphological cases, depending on further factors. Let us consider first the 
following sentences (Collinder 1957: 1 42):3 
( I )  ma lugesin raamatut 
INom r e a d ~ ~ - 1 ~  bookp,, 
I was reading the book. 
(2) ma lugesin raamatu Iabi 
 IN^,,,  read^^-^^  book^^,, through 
I read the book through. 
(3) osta see raamat 
buyrP-2,  this^,, book~om 
Buy this book! 
Example ( I )  illustrates the PARTIAL OBJECT, which is used when the action is 
not viewed as directed toward the object in its entirety. This contrasts with the 
TOTAL OBJECT, as seen in (2) where the totality of the object has been affected 
by the action. The partial object in ( I )  is in the PARTITIVE CASE, while the totaI 
object in (2) is in the GENITIVE CASE. In some special constructions, among 
them the affirmative imperative, the total object is placed in the NOMINATIVE 
CASE, as illustrated by example (3). 
Let us next consider three further sentences that iHustrate the expression 
of grammatical objects in the plural: 
(4) ta toi mulle raamatuid (Collinder 1957: 142) 
heNorn b r i n g ~ ~ - 3 ~  IAII ~ O O ~ P ~ ~ P I  
He brought me books. 
(5) ta toi mulle raamatud (Collinder 1957: 142) 
hemrn bringp,-3, IAII bo~khorn~l 
He brought me the books. 
(6) paneme trikood selga (Oinas 1966:237) 
 put^^-^,, swimming trunks~,,1,1 on 
Let's put on our swimming trunks! 
In (4) we fitld, as expected, the partial object in the partitive. In (5) and (6), 
however, we find the nominative. We would have expected this in (6), since it 
is a n  imperative construction, but in (5) the singular examples would have led 
us to expect the genitive. These examples show that in the plural all total 
objects are in the nominative in Estonian. 
Given this much information, and the additional fact that various con- 
structions demand the genitive regardless of number, we can see already that 
there is a particular set of syntactic functions associated with the total objects 
of the types illustrated by (2) and (5). If we interpret this as a functional 
ACCUSATIVE CASE, we can tentatively diagram the situation as in figure 1, 
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syntactic Cases NOMINATIVE ACCUSATIVE GENITIVE PARTITIVE 
L 
~orpholoqical Cases NOMINATIVE GENITIVE PARTITIVE 
FIG. 1. CASE DISCREPANCIES IN ESTONIAN PRELIMINARY REP ESENTATION 
which shows the relation of functional or syntacticcases at the top to morpho- 
logical cases at the bottom. 
This representation is incomplete, however, because it does not take into 
account the representation of these same syntactic functions in the'personal 
pronouns of the language. Partial objects offer no problems, since they are 
consistently represented in the partitive case. Consider, however, the following 
examples of total objects (Oinas 1966:26 1-262): 
(7) ta juhatas mu-mind tuppa 
 he^^^ S ~ O W P ~ - ~ ~  IGcn prt rOOfn111 
He showed me into the room. 
(8) ma viin su-sind linna 
horn takepr-ls  you^,,.^,^ town111 
I'll take you to town. 
(9) palun vii mind linna 
begpr-ls takelp-zs Iprt town111 
Please take me to town. 
(10) ma votan teid kaasa 
Isorn takepr-lS you(pl)prt along 
I'll take you along. 
(1 I) vii ka meid linna 
t a k e ~ ~ - ? ~  also wep,, town111 
Take us to town too! 
Examples (7) through (9) show singular pronouns in total object construc- 
tions. The first two illustrate the ordinary total object type for which the 
accusative function was postulated above. In addition to the expected genitive 
realization, however, these examples show an alternate realization as the 
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morphological partitive, apparently in free variation with the genitive. 
Example (9) is an imperative, which as we have seen takes a nominative noun 
object in either singular or plural. This time, however, it shows a partitive 
object instead. Examples (10) and (I  I )  show similar functions with plural 
pronouns, and both show only the partitive realization. Either one would 
show the nominative of a plural noun, as we have seen above. For our accusa- 
tive function, then, these examples show that we need to deal with its realization 
as a morphological partitive with these pronouns: obligatorily in the case of a 
plural pronoun, and optionally to the genitive in the singular. It also shows that 
the nominative-object function in nouns wiIl be realized as a partitive with any 
pronoun.5 In view of the latter fact, it will be necessary to distinguish the 
nominative object function from the true nominative, as used for thesubject, 
for example. The true nominative will be realized as the morphological 
nominative regardless of context. The other function, which we may term the 
OBJECTIVE CASE, is realized as the morphologica1 partitive with these pro- 
nouns, and as a nominative elsewhere. 
These additional facts also justify a refinement of our diagram to that 
shown in figure 2, which shows that Estonian has two syntactic cases, the 
accusative and objective, whose realization completely syncretizes with that 
of other cases.6 
1.1. A stratificational interpretation 
The facts above will fit fairly readily into the stratificational model of 
grammatical structure presented in Lockwood (1972). In the terms of this 
model, we are dealing here with a series of structural discrepancies between 
the case categories of the lexemic stratum, in which the basic surface syntax of 
a language is to be handled in a grammatical description, and of the morphemic 
stratum, which is responsibIe for individuaI details of the morphological 
structure of words. This view would suggest that we should deal with Estonian 
Syntactic Cases NOMINATIVE OBJECTIVE ACCUSATIVE PARTITIVE GENITIVE 
L 
Morphological Cases NOMINATIVE PARTITIVE GENITIVE 
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syntactic constructions using the case lexemes L / ~ b /  'objective,' L / ~ ~ /  
L/ Pr /  'partitive,' and L / ~ e /  'genitive,' in addition to  other, mostly 
local, cases whose details need not concern us here.' The realization of these 
however, will be handled with just three morphological cases in a 
pattern of diversification (involving L / ~ b /  and L / ~ ~ / )  and syncretization8 
(involving all of the morphological cases, which may be labeled " /Nom/ 
bmorph~logical  nominative,'  en/ 'morphological genitive,' and M/ ~ r t /  
'morphological partitive'). 
A definitive treatment of the syntax of these various types of objects would, 
of course, demand a n  extensive study of large parts of Estonian syntax. All we 
can offer here is a sketch of the general pattern that seems to emerge from the 
facts a t  hand, which is summarized in figure 3. The portion of the diagram 
above the dashed line is a part of the lexemic stratal system, primarily the 
lexotactics, whose principal function is to account for the syntactic relations 
and structures of phrases, clauses, and sentences. The categories of the 
lexotactics will be related both to the semology above and to  the morphology 
below. Neither of these connections will need to  be simple, however, and this 
fact is part of the reason for their treatment on a separate stratum in the first 
place. 
The central part of the lexotactics in figure 3, which is encircled, deals with 
the syntax of the various verbal objects o n  which our  primary attention is 
being focused. At the upper right of this encircled portion, we see the labels 
'Object,\'and 'Object~ . 'The lines bearing these labels are assumed to connect 
higher in the tactics to constructions associated, in the case of total objects, 
with the Accusative and Objective cases, respectively.  object^ will be governed 
by the affirmative imperative, a s  mentioned above, and also by impersonal 
verbs,9 while Object* will be governed by the remaining kinds of transitive 
verbs. The fact that both of these objects express the semological relationship 
of 'patient' is shown by upward connection of each to  a sememe PATIENT/, 
via a diamond node. Below each of these diamonds is a n  ordered OR node 
dealing with the difference between partial and total objects in each instance. 
The partial object will involve a connection to  a special sememe PARTIAL]. 
When this sememe is activated, as well as when the other partitive functions 
not detailed are called for, a line causing the activation of the partitive marker 
L / ~ r /  will be taken. Under other circumstances, the path from Object* will 
lead to a diamond signaling the accusative ( L / ~ c ) ,  and the path from  object^ 
will lead to another diamond for the objective ( L / ~ b / ) .  
At the bottom of the Iexotactic portion of this diagram, there is an  upward 
OR node leading downward to the label 'Nominals,'and upward t o  functions 
marked by various case markers, including one for Genitive as well as for 
those cases involved directly in the expression of objects. I t  is assumed here 
that the nominative case can be regarded as syntactically unmarked in Estonian, 
as it is in many other languages with case systems. In line with the assumption, 
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the nominative functions are  shown to  connect directly into the upward OR 
above 'Nominah' without the explicit signaling of any case marker. 
The part of figure 3 below the dashed line is a portion of the morphemic 
stratal system, more specifically a part of the lexonic alternation pattern dealing 
with the alternate realizations of our lexemic cases in terms of morphemic cases. 
This portion of the diagram is in fact a revised and more explicit version of 
figure 2. The revision involves the elimination of an  overt signal for  the 
nominative, in line with our  assumption that it should be viewed as the un- 
marked case: the nominative will correspond to  the absence of a lexemic case, 
or else to the zero realization of the lexemic case called for. The greater 
explicitness involves the inclusion of conditioning factors governing the 
various alternations. Details of the latter are provided below. 
At the top of the alternation pattern shown, there is a line for each of the 
four marked cases involved. Technically, these four case markers will be 
lexons at  the point where they cross the boundary between stratal systems, 
though they are in one-to-one correspondence with the lexemes emerging 
from the lexotactics, The realization of L N /  Pr! as " / ~ r t /  and of L " / ~ e /  as 
M / ~ e n /  is simple and unproblematicaI. The realization of L N / ~ ~ /  and L N / ~ b / ,  
however, involves the discrepancy of diversification conditioned by classes 
specified by the morphotactics of the language. The downward OR nodes 
indicate the existence of the diversification, and its conditioning is shown by a 
series of dotted conditioning lines connecting to enabler nodes governing 
each conditioned choice. The realization of L N / ~ b /  is still quitesimple: when 
a pronoun (of the relevant class) is involved, the marked reaiization " / ~ r t /  
will occur, since the conditioning line leads to a box labeled 'PRONOUNS'; 
otherwise the line will go to  the zero element to  produce the morphological 
nominative. The realization of L h / ~ c /  is more complex: one priority choice 
involves pronouns, as shown by a conditioning line, and the line thereby acti- 
vated can always lead to M /  P r t / ,  but if the pronoun is also singular, it can 
alternatively lead to   en/, s o  we correctly get the free variation with the 
singular pronouns but only M / ~ r t /  with plural pronouns;'0 the other priority 
choice is for the singular nouns, leading to  the realization of " /Gen/ ;  and in 
the remaining case of pIural nouns, the zero choice equivalent to  the morpho- 
logical nominative will be taken. I t  should be emphasized that the boxes out 
of which the conditioning lines originate are shorthand devices representing 
points in the morphotactics, the details of which are beyond the scope of the 
present paper. 
1.2. Alternative treatments 
We should now consider the consequences of rejecting the approach of 
figure 3 with its separate lexemic cases and insisting that everything be done 
using only the morphological case categories of the traditional treatments: 
nominative, genitive, and partitive. This alternate approach would, of course, 
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eliminate the need for alternations in the lexonic alternation pattern, but this 
simplification would come only a t  theexpense ofvarious complications in the 
lexotactics and higher strata: 
1) It would require that the various object functions be fragmented from 
the outset according to the sememes realized, type of object function involved 
(A, B, or either), and the surface case required. This fragmentation would 
produce a pattern along the lines sketched in figure 4. 
2) It would also require the fragmentation of the class of nominals into 
four within the lexotactics, in order to deal with the different cases involved 
with singular and plural noun phrases and singular and plural nouns. Some 
such fragmentation would have to be made in morphotactics of the language 
in order to deal with differences of declensional pattern between nouns and 
personal pronouns.1' The syntactic functions of the two are basically the 
same, however; it would otherwise be unnecessary to separate them in the 
lexology. Figure 5 shows the structure needed to  deal with this classfragmen- 
tation. This figure should be seen as connecting to  figure 4 via the circled 
labels. 
A simplicity count comparing the representation of figures 4 and 5 with a 
version of figure 3 having the same effective information1* confirms that it is 
simpler to posit the accusative and objective cases, since the analysis of figure 
3 turns out to  be three points simpler.I3 
1.3. A general principle 
Our treatment of the Estonian data suggests the foIlowing principle govern- 
ing the recognition of syntactic cases: 
When a given syntactic function seems to be realized by alternative case 
forms coinciding sometimes with one case and sometimes with another, 
depending on the independent variables (such as grammatical number) 
and subclassifications (such as noun vs, pronoun), it is desirable to 
recognize a separate lexemic case for each such function and deal with its 
alternate realizations as a matter of morphology. 
T o  show the further applicability of this principle, we may cite some parallels 
in Indo-European data, both attested and reconstructed: 
1) Russian has a set of syntactic functions roughly paralleling those of the 
Estonian partitive, which seems to  be realized by the genitive except in the 
singular of certain masculine nouns, where it takes the form of the dative. This 
is seen in these examples: 
(12) u nas nedostatok xleba 
by wec;,, insufficiency~,, bread(;,, 
We have a shortage o f  bread. 
(13) u nas nedostatok Eaju 
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by insufficiency~~,,,  tea^,, 
W e  have a shortage of tea. 
(14) my xotim xleba 
weworn Wantpr-lp breadcen 
W e  want some bread. 
(15) oni xotjat kitajskogo Eaju 
t heyvom ~ a n t r ~ - ~ ~  Chineser,,, teal,,, 
Thej' want some Chinese tea. 
Example (15) shows, it should be noted, that adjectives will always be in the 
surface genitive form in this function, even though the noun they modify is in 
the surface dative form. With a true dative, the adjective wiII have a distinct 
form for masculine or neuter genders. For these data, the principle stated 
above leads to  the establishment of a separate Iexemic case which may be 
called the PARTITIVE,  with a morphological realization as the dative for nouns 
in the class containing Eaj 'tea' (if singular), and otherwise as the genitive.'4 
2) In Classical Sanskrit and reconstructed Proto-Indo-European the 
ablative case always coincides with the dative in the dual and plural ofnouns, 
pronouns, and adjectives, but in all but one singular class it coincides with the 
genitive. In the exceptional class in question, it has a distinct ending, In Baltic 
and Slavic we find that the PIE genitive and ablative have completely merged, 
with the widespread syncretism in the singulars of the proto-language appar- 
ently serving as  the model for analogical leveling. A possible, but unattested, 
intermediate stage in the development of the latter situation from the former 
would be one in which we would find a complete syncretism in the singular 
between the genitive and ablative, but the retention of the inherited ablative- 
dative syncretism in the dual and plural. According to  our principle, we would 
recognize a distinct ablative case lexemically, but morphemically this case 
would be realized as the genitive in the singular, and as  the dative in the dual 
and plural. Such a situation would be parallel with that of the Estonian 
accusative, if we disregard the additional complications occasioned by the 
pronouns. 
It should be noted that this principle will notjustify separations of cases on 
the basis of semantic function alone. The Latin grammarian Quintilian, for 
example, proposed a separation of the Latin ablative of means as a separate 
instrumental case, even though it would always have the same realization as 
the ablative.15 While we would doubtless be justified in recognizing distinct 
sememic roles in such an instance, there would be no syntacticjustification for 
such a distinction on  a lower level. 
2. ERGATlVlTY A N D  TRANSITIVITY IN DYIRBAL 
According to  the description provided by Dixon (1972), Dyirbal of northern 
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Queensland is typical of Australian indigenous languages in showing an 
ergative system in the noun phrase, while reflecting in its pronominal forms 
the type of nominative/accusative distinction typically found in Indo-European 
languages. Halliday has termed the latter type of system a transitivity system.16 
The following examples (Dixon 1972:59) illustrate the ergativity found in the 
noun phrase:" 
(16) bayi yara banifiu 
MkrAr manAs is-coming 
A man is coming. 
(17) balan dugumbil banifiu 
MkllAs  woman^^ is-coming 
A woman is coming. 
(1 8) balan dugumbil baggul yarangu balgan 
MkllAs worn an^^ M ~ L ~ L ~  m a n g  is-hitting 
A man is hitting a woman. 
(19) bayi yara baggun dugumbiy  balgan 
MkrAS man,,, M k t ~ ,  w o m a n ~ ,  is-hitting 
A woman is hitting a man. 
These examples show the typical characteristics of an ergativity system, in 
that the 'subject' of an intransitive action and the 'object' of a transitive one 
are placed in the same case, here termed the ABSOLUTIVE,'~ while the'subject' 
of a transitive action is in a second case, termed the ERGATIVE. 
The next set of examples shows the situation in sentences involving pro- 
nouns, which show the pattern typical of transitivity systems, whether they 
occur alone (20-23) or  in combination with noun phrases (24-25) (Dixon 
I972:60): 
(20) gada banifiu 
I,, is-coming 
I'm coming. 
(21) ginda banifiu 
you,, is-coming 
You 're coming. 
(22) gada ginuna balgan 
IN, Y O U A ~  is-hitting 
I'm hitting you. 
(23) ginda gayguna balgan 
YOU'., IAC is-hitting 
YouZe hitting me. 
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(24) gada bayi yara balgan 
 IN^ M k l A r   man^, is-hitting 
I am hitring a man. 
(25) gayguna baggul yaraggu balgan 
I A C  M ~ I E ~   man^^ is-hitting 
A man is hitting me. 
It would be rather awkward to deal with the syntax of this language using 
the traditiona1 approach, which bases the syntactic description on the mor- 
phological categories, since a different set of such categories wiH be involved 
depending on whether one is dealing with a noun o r  a pronoun. Such diffi- 
culties will be minimized, however, in the context of a stratificational model 
having one tactic pattern for the morphology and another for the syntax. 
Using such a model, one finds it easy when appropriate to use in the syntax a 
completely different set of categories from those found in the morphology.'9 
In the case of Dyirbal and languages of similar structure, we can use three 
lexemic cases in dealing with the syntactic facts: 
SUBJECTIVE(Sj): the case of the subject of a n  intransitive clause; 
AGENTIVE (Ag): the case of the subject of a transitive clause; 
OBJECTIVE (Ob): the case of the object of a transitive clause. 
These distinctions will be sufficient for the syntax regardless of whether they 
are associated with nouns o r  pronouns. F o r  the morphology of nouns and 
pronouns, however, we will need two distinct subsystems of case.*' The sub- 
system used for the nouns and their modifiers will contain the above-mentioned 
ERGATIVE and ABSOLUTIVE categories, while that used for the pronouns will 
involve the NOMINATIVE and ACCUSATIVE. The interrelationships of these 
three sets of case categories are depicted in figure 6, which diagrams part of 
the realizational portion of a stratificational account between the lexemic and 
morphemic strata. 
The reasons for establishing such a system are basically similar to  those 
used in connection with the Estonian data of section 1. The results in the two 
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situations are basically similar in that in each instance a different set of case 
categories is involved on the two strata of grammar. A basic difference will 
also be seen, however, since in Estonian the discrepancies involve the same set 
of morphological categories in both noun and pronoun, while in Dyirbal we 
have a single overall set of categories of these on the lexemic stratum where 
similarities of syntactic function can be dealt with, but distinct noun and 
pronoun subsystems in the morphology. Despite these differences, however, 
the Dyirbal data can be seen as another manifestation of the basic principle 
set forth in section 1.3; we have three instances here of a singIe syntactic function 
realized by different surface cases. The example differs from the Estonian only 
in detail, however, in that it does not require any additional principles or even 
slight amendment to the stated principle in order to deal with it. This Dyirbal 
situation is, at  the same time, different enough to warrant inclusion in our 
present discussion, in order to show that the application of the general principle 
may sometimes result in different subsystems of case categories for different 
subclasses, and thus a larger number of case categories in the morphology than 
in the lexology. In the Estonian material, on the other hand, the lexology has 
more case categories than the morphology. 
2.1. Some dialectal details 
No fuller account of the lexotactics of the case system of Dyirbal, even in 
the preliminary form illustrated by figure 3 for Estonian, will be attempted 
here, principally because of complications resulting from the allegedly free 
word order of the language. T o  quote Dixon (1972:291): 
Word order IS exceptionally free in Dyirbal. . However, there is a most frequent order; 
the preferences include: . . . (3) a tactor pronorn~nal NP [our nornrnatlve pronouns] w ~ l l  
precede any other NP; (4) norninat~ve NPs [our absolut~ve noun phrases and accusative 
pronouns] precede ergative and dative NPs; (5) ergative NPs precede the verb. . . . How- 
ever, any o r  all of these 'preferences'can be ignored in a particular sentence. 
We can account for the described preferences, to which all our examples ( 16- 
25) conform, with the diagram of figure 7. This diagram deals with the pre- 
ferred internal element order in intransitive clauses (Cl,) and transitive clauses 
(Cl,). The diagram can be a s  simple as it is only because it does not deal with 
the restriction that requires either the first or  the third line from C1, to be 
taken, but not both. This can readily be dealt with by means of realizational 
connections to the semotactics, so  it need not be repeated. In order to deal 
with more marked orders as well, this diagram would have to be considerably 
expanded, and we would need much more information than Dixon provides 
us on the various situational and discourse factors involved in the possible 
variations. In the absence of such further data, it is probably most appropriate 
to avoid attempting any more complete formalization of this material. 
It is appropriate, however, to mention some additional pertinent facts about 
the morphological realization of case in pronouns and nouns. 
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The clearest of these additional situations, as treated by Dixon, concerns the 
cases of one of the Dyirbal dialects. In this dialect, known as 
Girarnay, all three of the lexemic cases recognized above have separate realiza- 
tions in the singular pronouns meaning 'I' and 'you.' Thus the examples above 
involving pronouns (20-25) are representative of only the other two dialects, 
termed Dyirbal (proper) and ~ a r n u . ~ '  Table I (extracted from Dixon's Table 
FIG. 7 P R E F E R R E [ >  ELEMENT ORDERS I N  DYIRBAL C AUSES 
TABLE I 
MORPHOLOGICAL R E A L ~ Z A T ~ O N S  F LEXEMIC ASES FOR T H E  
SINGULAR PRONOUNS IN THE T H R E E  DYIRBAL DIALECTS 
PRONOUN LEXEMIC CASE DIALECT 
GLOSS Subjective Agentive Objective 
gads uada gay guns Dyirbal 
'I' gads LPda rJaYguna Mamu 
g a ~ b a  gads gafia Giramay 
( ginda ginda ginuna Dyirbal 
'J'OU ' ( qinda ginda ginuna Mamu ( sinba ginda gina Giramay 
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3.4, 1972:50), shows the realizations of the three lexemic cases in the various 
dialects for these two pronouns. For the remaining pronouns, those in the 
dual and plural, all three dialects show the general syncretism of subjective 
with agentive as described above, though the particular forms vary from one 
dialect to another. 
On the basis of this evidence, we are forced to conclude that the Giramay 
dialect maintains the SUBJECTIVE/AGENTIVE case distinction in its mor- 
phology, a t  least for these two pronouns. It is anempiricalquestion whether it 
will be simpler to postulate a general three-way case system for all the pronouns 
in this particular dialect and recognize individual syncretisms in the dual and 
plural forms, or to postulate a distinct three-way subsystem for these two items 
only. 
Another special situation involves the optional occurrence of an additional 
ending for a noun in the lexemic objective, but not the subjective, thus making 
the morphological syncretism of these two cases less than complete. Dixon 
(1972:43) tells us that this optional ending is found on "proper and some 
common nouns (usually just those referring to humans)." As an example he 
cites the male personal name burbula in subjective function, corresponding 
to either burbula or burbulaAa in the objective. His statements about this 
situation leave the impression that these alternates are in completely free 
variation, though his grammatical examples usually use the simpler forms, 
leaving the impression that these are somehow less marked. One suspects that 
further research might reveal further social, age, or other factors governing at 
least to  some extent the selection of these alternants. 
In the absence of further data to clarify this situation, it will be sufficient to 
postulate two stylistic dialects: an unmarked Dialect A with no differentiation 
of subjective and objective in personal nouns, and a marked Dialect B allow- 
ing the additional suffix (at least as an option).22 Given this, we can simply 
state that the morphological syncretizations of Dyirbal case apply completely 
only to the Dyirbal and Mamu geographic dialects spoken in stylistic Dialects 
A and B.'~ 
2.2. Remarks on semological roles 
This paper deals primarily with lexomorphemic case discrepancies, but in 
reference to Dyirbal, it is of interest to  make some remarks on the semological 
roles realized by the three case lexemes we have recognized. These roles (the 
equivalent of the "underlying cases" postulated by Fillmore [1968]) appear to 
differ from those found in similar situations in languages without ergativity 
systems, whiIe at the same time they are not in a simple one-to-one correspon- 
dence with the three lexemic cases either. 
Dixon devotes a section of his book (1972: 128-137) to demonstrating that 
in Dyirbal "there is only one UNDERLYING constructional pattern-the 
nominative-ergative [i.e., an ERGATIVITY SYSTEM in Halliday's terms]-that 
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applies to all sentences, whether involving nouns or pronouns or bothW(1972: 
130). His evidence involves relations in so-called "topic chains," which he 
shows follow ergativity patterns regardless of whether nouns or pronouns are 
involved. Though it is phrased in transformational terms, the argument 
appears to have cross-theoretical validity and thus to demand a translation 
into stratificational terms. In such terms, it can be interpreted as meaning 
that the realizates of the three case lexemes we have been dealing with are the 
role sememes S / ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ /  (realized in our exampIes as L /~gen t ive / )  and 
S / ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ /  (realized in our examples as L / ~ ~ b j e c t i v e /  or L /~bjec t ive / ) .  
Further data will show, however, that the picture involving the realization 
of these two role sememes is more complex when we consider the Dyirbal 
equivalent of the activelpassive distinction in transitivity languages. Compare, 
for example, the following examples (Dixon 197255): 
(26) bayi bargan baggul yaraggu durgafiu 
M k r ~ ,  wallaby*, M k r ~ ,   man^, is-spearing, 
The man is spearing the wallaby. 
(27) bayi yara baggul bargandu durganafiu 
M k r ~ ,  man*, Mkrr, wallaby~, is-spearing? 
The man is spearing the wallaby. 
(28) balan dugumbil baggul yaraggu balgan 
M ~ I I A $  womanAs Mkr~ ,  mane, is-hitting! 
The man is hitting the woman. 
(29) bayi yara baqgun dugumbiru balgalgafiu 
Mkr~s   man^, M k r l ~ ~  worn an^^ is-hitting2 
The man is hitting the woman. 
Here the constructions in (26) and (28) are the less marked ones corresponding 
to our earlier examples. They place the semological '/ AFFECTED/ in the absolu- 
tive case, and the semologicaI CAUSER/ in the ergative. But examples (27) 
and (29), paraphrases of (26) and (28), respectively, pIace the CAUSER/ in 
the absolutive (=Lexemic Subjective) and the '/ AFFECTED/ in the ergative 
(=Lexemic Agentive), marking the reversal by a special form of the verb, 
termed by Dixon (1972:65) the "gay-form." In the analytic transcriptions of 
these examples, ordinary verb forms are subscripted by 1, while "-gay forms" 
are subscripted by 2. The use of Roman type in the glosses is an attempt to 
convey concisely the difference of meaning as Dixon (1972:66) explains it. In 
every case, the noun phrase placed in the morphological absolutive case (the 
lexemic subjective in our treatment) is treated as what Dixon terms "topic." 
We could further compare this to the passive in languages such as English, 
glossing (26) and (28) as passives: The wallaby is being speared by the man; 
The woman is being hit by the man; and their counterparts in (27) and (28) as 
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DYIRBAI 
actives, basically as shown. The only difficulty with this, of course, is that in 
English the active is unmarked, the passive marked, while in Dyirbal the 
situation is just the reverse. Such a glossing and explanation, at any rate, seem 
to constitute the easiest way to explain the differences involved. Reflecting 
this, Comrie adopts the term ANTIPASSIVE for the voice showing these 
properties, and cites this as "a convenient nomencIature and one that has 
recently become widespread" (1978:361).'~ These cotlsiderations lead us to 
the picture of the relationship of semological roles to lexemic cases diagrammed 
in figure 8. Although no explicit conditioning is shown in this diagram, down- 
ward ordered OR nodes are used to show that the realization of s/ CAUSER/ as 
L /  subjective/ and AFFECTED/ as L / ~ g e n t i v e /  is the marked situation, to  be 
taken, along with the -gay verb form, only when the causer is marked as being 
on focus in the semology. 
These additional data show, therefore, that the semolexemic relations 
involving case are also rather complex in ~ ~ i r b a l . ~ '  
3. ACCIDENTAL A N D  SYSTEMATIC CASE SYNCRETIZATIONS 
The lexomorphemic case discrepancies dealt with in this paper are taken to 
be systematic rather than accidental. Many instances of syncretizations in- 
volving case and other grammatical categories, however, are of a more 
accidental nature. This third section of the paper will present some remarks 
on how the situations of systematic and accidental syncretization of case may 
be distinguished in the context of stratificational grammar. 
First, an example of a purely accidental case syncretization may be in order 
to contrast with the systematic examples discussed above. Such an example is 
provided by the Latin a-stem nouns belonging to the so-called first declension, 
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cluding, for instance, the nouns puella 'girl' and nauta 'sailor.' In this 
e genitive and dative singular share the same ending ae, but since dative 
itive are always distinct in the Latin plural, and are always distinct in 
ular of all the other declension classes,26 it seems fairly clear that this is 
accidental syncretization. 
a formal stratificational account, it would seem that systematic and 
ental syncretizations of case would be distinguished in the following 
r: the systematic ones will be those treated in the reaIizationa1 portion 
e grammar somewhere between the lexemes and the morphemes, while 
ccidental ones will be treated somewhere below the level of morphemes. 
uld further appear that  the accidental types can be subdivided into two 
pes: morphological syncretizations involving the connection of distinct 
hemes to be the same morphemic sign in the morphemic alternation 
rn, and phonological syncretizations, which result from a syncretization 
here below the morphemic stratal system, in the phonology. 
Latin example would appear to be of the morphological type. An 
ple of the phonological type of accidental syncretization is provided by 
ussian instrumental singular and dative plural desinences with the re- 
morphonic shapes ""/om/ and M h / a m / ,  which apply to most mascu- 
neuter nouns in the language. The phonological form of these will 
lly be distinct, but it will be syncretized when both of these desinences 
out to  be unstressed. Examples are provided in table 11." Only the last 
examples show complete syncretization of the forms involved, and such a 
retization results from the completely general phenomenon syncretizing 
o j  and 'IN/a/ in unstressed positions. 
TABLE I1 
INSTRUMENTAL SINGULAR A N D  DATIVE P L U R A L  FORMS OF 
SOME RUSSIAN MASCULINE AND NEUTER NOUNS 
CASE FORM GLOSS STRESS TYPE 
EM Instr. Sing Dative P1 
jazyk jizik6m jizikim tongue DESINENTIAL 
vorovstvo varafstv6m varafstvim theft 
zubok zupkom zupkam toothlet 
selo DESINENTIAL/ STEM s,ilom s,6lam village 
veEer v,eEiram v,iEiram evening 
slovo STEM/ DESlNENTlAL sl6vam slavim ~ t ~ r d  
voron voranam voranam raven STEM 
oteEestvo at,CEistvam at,CEistvam fatherland 
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There are, of course, further examples of case syncretization whose status 
as systematic or  accidental is much less clear. Elsewhere in Latin, for example, 
we find syncretization of genitive singular and nominative plural in the de- 
clension of all masculine and feminine nouns except those belonging to the 
third declension: first declension ae, second declension i:, fourth declension 
u:s, and fifth declension e:s. This syncretization is certainly not a phonoIogical 
one, but is it to be regarded as a systematic (supramorphotactic) matter, or is it 
an  accidental matter to be treated in the morphemic alternation pattern? 
According to stratificational theory, such a question should be answered 
empirically rather than by speculation. T o  answer it, we would need to work out 
a complete account of the Latin declensional system using each of the alterna- 
tives being tested to see which way is simpler. Without such experimentation, it 
is not obvious what the answer will be. Even the clearer cases, of course, canand 
should be subjected to such experimentaI verification. 
4. A NOTE ON TYPOLOGICAL AND DIACHRONIC IMPLICATIONS 
It would be of considerable interest to conduct a broader survey of lexemic 
and morphemic case discrepancies to  determine their relative frequency in the 
languages of the world. This paper has aimed mainly at  pointingout the exis- 
tence of such discrepancies and the justification for postulating them in the 
context of a stratificational treatment. It is probable that systematic case 
discrepancies such as those treated here will not turn out to be particularly 
frequent, unlike accidental syncretizations, which are very frequent indeed. 
If further investigation proves that this conjecture about the relative in- 
frequency of systematic lexomorphemic case discrepancy is indeed correct, it 
would be of further interest to investigate the matter from a diachronic per- 
spective. Such a n  investigation might be able to  determine, for example, 
whether the relative rarity of the discrepancies in question is due to a tendency 
to  level in the direction of an isomorphism between lexemic and morphemic 
case systems. Diachronic investigation into how such discrepancies as those 
found in Estonian and Dyirbal have arisen would also be of considerable 
interest. 
NOTES 
1 They can be seen. for example, In Lamb (1964,212, 216.217). and also in Lamb 
( 1966 185-186). 
2. The works consulted were Collinder (1957) and Oinas (1966). 
3 The second llne of each Estoman example (I) through (I I) IS an analyt~cal transcription 
based on the Engllsh gloss of the stem lnvolved with a subscr~pt ~ndlcat~on of the relevant ~nflec- 
tional categories from the morphology The following abbreviat~ons are used In these subscr~pts 
Cases-Nom 'nomlnative,' Prt 'part~t~ve,' Gen 'gen~t~ve,' Ill '~llat~ve'; Nominal Number-PI 'plural' 
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(singular unmarked); TenseslMoods-Pr 'present,' Pt bast,' lp  'imperative'; Persons-l 'first,' 
2 ssecond,' 3 'thrrd'; Verbal Numbers (after 1, 2, or 3)-s 'srngular,' p 'plural ' 
4. Oinas simply states that "where the genitive case is used for noun total objects. . . . the 
case may also be used for pronoun total objects" without mentlonlng any stylistic or other 
conditioning for the alternation seen in examples (7) and (8) (Oinas 1966:262). Collinder mentions 
only the use of the partitwe for these personal pronoun objects (1957.142). 
5. These special realizatrons apply only to the reflexive pronoun ise and the first- and 
smond-person pronouns mlna 'I,' slna 'you(sg),' mere 'we,' and rere 'you(pl).'The regular thrrd- 
person pronouns renra 'he, she, ~ t '  and tzetnacl 'they' behave in the same way as nouns (Oinas 
]966:262) (Collinder [1957: 1421 conftrms this except for not ment~oning the behavior of rse.) 
6. Comrie (1975) describes Finnish a s  havlng an "anti-ergat~ve" case in its traditional 
accusative, In that it uses thlS case for objects only in constructlons where an overt subject is or 
could be expressed, while using the nomrnatlve for objects oflmperative or  impersonalconstruc- 
tions similar to those of Estonian. This is seen as anti-ergat~ve, since we can see the ergatlve as 
marking the rubjeer in a special way in those constructlons where an object 1s or could be expressed. 
This lnterestlng vlew could also be applred to the Eston~an material ~f we do not assume that a single 
syntactic case system is to be apphed to both nouns and pronouns If we do make thls assumption, 
however, the Finnrsh lexemlc case inventory would appear to be about the same, in theareas treated 
here, as the Eston~an, though Finnish does have a separate accusative (Comrie's "anti-ergative") in 
~ t s  nominal morphology. 
7. Additional cases listed by Collinder (1957:140) are the following: Inessive 'In,' Elative 
'out of,' Illative 'into,' Adessive 'at,' Ablative 'from,' Allative 'to,' Terminative 'as far as,' Essive 'as,' 
Translative 'into (change of state),' Abessive 'without,' and Comltatrve 'wrth.' The absence of an 
overt nominative lexeme is explained below. 
8. T h ~ s  term is preferable to the former term "neutralizat~on," since it can be used to refer 
solely to  a discrepancy between structuraI levels, whereas many uses of 'neutralization' also refer 
to the exrstence of suspension, the srtuatlon in whlch a contrast relevant in some environments 
on a particular level 1s irrelevant (suspended) in others. The coinc~dence of the two phenomena 
is frequent, but not inevitable. See Lockwood (In press) for further discussion 
9. This is the term used by Omas (1966.249), while Colhnder calls them "passives" 
(1957: 155). The former term seems more accurate, in that such verbs, unlike passives as normally 
understood, take objects but have no subjects. 
10 This happens because the OR node governing the choice of  e en/ or " / ~ r t /  IS 
unordered, and further because an enabler node allows the lrne it is attached to to be taken, but 
does not requrre it. Only in combination with a n  ordered node would it be Imposed as a require- 
ment. 
I I .  Though such differences exist rn Estonian, ~t should be po~nted out that they are not  
as great as  those typrcally found in Indo-European languages with case systems. 
12 Figure 3 must be modifled for these purposes by I) disregardrng those parts that deal 
wtth the functions of the lexemrc nominative and genitive, and the additional funct~ons of the 
partitive, and 2) breaking down the category 'Nomlnals' to  the same ultlmate constituents a s  
those shown at the bottom of figure 5: L / ~ l / ,  Noun Phrases, and Pronouns. 
13. The count for the amalgam of figures 4 and 5 is 25 + 8 = 33. The count for f~gure 3, as 
modified according to the suggestions set forward in note 12, is 26 + 4 = 30 
14. The functions of this case In Russian are broadly slm~lar  not only to  those of the 
partitlve in Eston~an, but also to those of a slmrlarly-named case in Frnnlsh (Colllnder 1957:17-19) 
15. In his Inslrrurro Oraroria, chapter 4, as  reprinted by Salus (1969:82), from the transla- 
tlon by Watson: "let the tutor consider, also, whether there IS not among the Greeks ground for a 
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sixth case andamong us Romans even for a seventh; for when 1 say hasrapercussi'l have struck 
w ~ t h  a spear' I do not express the sense of an ablat~ve case, nor if I say the same thlng in Greek, 
that of a dattve " Roblns critlclzed such a suggestion (1967.53), as has Dlnneen (1967: 113), the 
latter commenting. "Were we to follow such a cnterion, we would have to admit as many different 
cases In any language as there are important meanlngs " Romeo and T~berio, on the other hand 
praise the idea, suggesting that "lf Qulntll~an's main Interest had been grammar he might further 
have pos~ted a system of underlying relat~onsh~ps . . . between nouns and verbs; a system . . . that 
could have anticipated F~llmore's case grammar" (1971.36-37). On the face of ~ t ,  Quintiltan's 
statement merely suggests a topic for cons~deration and discussion without ind~catlng what his 
resolut~on of the quest~on might have been. Had he provided further discussion of h ~ s  passing 
suggestton, he m~ght  ultimately have dlsmlssed ~t on simtlar grounds to those set forth by 
Dlnneen Had he been a proto-F~llmorean, on the other hand, he might have accepted it and 
Integrated ~t Into a broader system as suggested by Romeo and T ~ b e r ~ o  And had he been a proto- 
strat~ficat~onal~st, he m~ght  have seen each conclusion as vahd In ~ t s  own way, each on ~ t s  own 
stratum' In the absence of further discuss~on from the works of Qulntilian, however, ~t is rather 
pointless e~ther to praise or to condemn hlm for th19 Idea 
16. Hall~day (1968) discusses such systems, the transitive one d~stlngu~shing actor and 
goal, the ergative dlstlngulshtng causer and affected 
17. Analytical transcriptions of the Dylrbal examples use the followlng abbreviat~ons: 
Mk 'Marker' (a determiner-like element agreeing w ~ t h  each head noun In gender and case); 
Gender subscripts-I 'first class,' I1 'second class' (two add~t~onal  classes are not represented in 
the examples); Case subscripts-As 'absolutive,' Eg 'ergative,'Nm 'nomtnative,'and Ac 'accusatrve.' 
I8 Dixon follows a tradition by which the term nonz~narive 1s used both in contrast to 
accusaflve in a transitivity system and in contrast to ergative in an ergativity system. It Would be 
confusing to  follow this usage here since we have both sorts ofsubsystems in the morphology of 
one and the same language. The present term absolutive is suggested In Van Valin (1977) and 
Van Valln and Foley (1979). Compare also Comrie's use (1975, 1978) of the roughly similar 
term absolute. 
19. Since they belong to drfferent strata and each 1s defined by ~ t s  particular set of rcla- 
t ~ o n s h ~ p s  in the tactic and realtzationa1 patterns of its own stratum, such categories are IogrcaN~~ 
dlstinct in any event. In the examples under discussion here, however, such categories are not 
tsomorphic even between the lexem~c and morphem~c strata 
20. Dixon's treatment recognizes the followlng cases In addit~on to those dealt w ~ t h  In the 
present paper. Datlve 'to,' Allative '(motion) to,' Locative 'at,' Simple Genitive 'physical posses- 
sion,' General Genitive 'past or present ownership without present physical possession,' and 
Ablatlve 'from.' He also speaks of an Instrumental 'by means of,' whlch, however, always syn- 
cretizes w ~ t h  the Ergative in nouns and apparently does not occur in pronouns. Slnce his reasons 
for d~stingu~shing the Instrumental and Ergatwe (1972: 94-95) are entirely matters ofparaphrase 
poss~bilities and the I~ke, they would appear to apply to semological role rather than syntactic 
case when considered In the context of a stratiflcat~onal model. Dative and Allative appear to 
exempl~fy an additional Instance of partial syncret~zation, In that they always syncretize in the 
noun while remaining distinct in the marker (1972:42). 
21. Dixon's map (1972:25) locates the speakers of all three dialects in a ram forest reglon 
between the towns of Cairns and Cardwell near the Pacific coast of northern Queensland. None 
of these dialects is reported as having a large number of fluent speakers today. For Dylrbal the 
total IS reported as "two d o ~ e n , "  for Giramay "eight o r  ten." and for Mamu "not many more 
than six," all as of 1970 (1972:37). 
22. We are not told by D ~ x o n  how much stylist~c oherence to  expect in the use or non-use 
of the different~ating suff~x when ~t is poss~ble. 
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23. D ~ x o n  does not tell us whether speakers of all three geographic (and tnbal) d~alects 
use both of the stylrstrc d~alects. 
24. C o m r ~ e  (1978) crtes ev~dence for an antrpasslve In several other languages Q u ~ c h i  
(Mayan Guatemala), Kala Lagau Langgus (Australia), Walbir~ (Pama-Nyungan: Central 
Australla): and the Bzhedukh dialect of West Clrcassran (Northwest Caucasia U.S.S.R.). 
25 Dixon In fact crtes further examples rn whrch a-gay construct~onshows the ' / C ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ /  
In the /Sub~ectrve/ ( " / ~ b s o l u t ~ v e / )  and the '/ AFFECTED/ In the ' /Datrve/. A further alterna- 
tlve to (26) and (27). for example. would be (1972.65)- 
bayi yara bagul bargangu durgananu 
Mk,,, man,,, Mklr,, wallabyl,, is-spear~ng? (Dt-Datrve) 
He seeks to explain the difference between thls and (27) by porntlng out that theagent 1s treated 
as "toprc" In both cases, but that the use of the Datlve indicates In addit~on "that the actor 1s 
pos~t~vely mpl~catlng the goal in the event" (1972 66) Nerther thls nor a more extended discus- 
sion in terms of transformational "deep syntax" (I972 147-176) 1s suffrc~ently lucrd about the 
semantlc facts to just~fy even a prellrnrnary guess about the semological interpretatron of t h ~ s  
dlstr~bution. 
26 For example second-declensron nouns have genltrve srngular in I. and datlve slngular 
In o , thlrd-declension nouns have genitrve slngular In IS and datrve singular In e or I , fourth- 
declensron nouns have genltlve srngular In rr.e and datlve srngular In u., frfth-declens~on nouns 
have genltrve slngular rn e.e and dattve singular In el ,  
27. Items In the column labeled "LEXIC~ZL ITEM" are crted in a transliteratron of the 
nomlnatrve srngular form The examples of ~ndrv~dualcase forms, however, are c~ ted  rn a classrcal 
phonemrc transcrlptron, whlch In strat~ficatronal terms may be seen as an essent~ally segmental 
way of wrtting bundles of phonons. 
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